
Southern Table Tennis Summer Season 2016 – In Review 

 
Division 5 
 

“Trio” were the dominant team in Division 5 losing only 1 match 

for the season.  Gary WILLIAMSON and Casey OUDSHOORN 

performed as expected winning 74% and 68% of their games but the 

standout for “Trio” was Mitchell SANDS who won 48% of his 

games as a number 3 player.  “Karen’s Cut throats” struggled and 

only won two of their matches but still managed to get their game 

percentage at 42% percent which does suggest they were losing the 

close matches.  The battle between the other 4 teams was very close 

with “The Redskins”, “Strikers” and “DJP” all having 5 wins a 

piece.  “Tom’s Terminators” only had 4 wins for the season but 

snuck into third position thanks to getting 4 points due to 6-5 losses.  

“DJP” were the unlucky team after starting out the season with 4 

wins in the first 5 weeks but only managing to get one more win and 

then missing out on the finals due to match percentage. 

 

The big improver in division 5 was Zane DAVIES-JENSEN who as a number 2 player managed to top the 

singles percentages with 85%.  Peter O’NEIL also showed that he is improving managing to win 55% of his 

games as a number 3 player. 

 

Both the semi-finals were a bit one sided with “Trio” defeating “Strikers” 8-3 and “The Redskins” defeating 

“Tom’s Terminators” 6-2.  The Grand Final between “Trio” and “The Redskins” should be interesting as both 

their matches during the regular season were very close with “Trio” getting two 6-5 wins. 

 

 

 

 

Division 4 
 

It doesn’t get much closer than only 1 win separating the top four 

teams.  The “Hyenas” managed to claim top spot with 7 wins.  They 

were closely followed by “How Bizarre”, “Chicken Dinners” and 

“Alsatians” who all had 6 wins and were separated on points 

according to their 6-5 losses.  The “Wolves” had a difficult season 

with one of their players eventually dropping out of the competition 

and they rarely played with their full team.  The “Dingoes” had a bad 

start to the season and despite a couple of late wins never challenged 

for a position in the top 4. 

 

The standout player in Division 4 was Damien KING who has been 

steadily climbing the rankings and finished on 94% having only lost 2 

games for the season.  Looks like Damien will be moving up a 

division next season. 

 

With very little separating the top 4 teams it was no surprise that the 

semi-finals were very close.  “Chicken Dinners” managed to take out 

“How Bizarre” 6-4 and “Hyenas” accounted for the “Alsatians” 6-5.  

The Grand Final could go either way as “Chicken Dinners” and 

“Hyenas” split their matches during the regular season. 



 

 

Division 3 
 

All the teams were still in the running to make the top four with 2 rounds 

remaining.  The “Terminators” and “Seals” couldn’t get a win in the last 2 

rounds and therefore missed out on the finals.  The “Good Blokes” took out 

top spot with 8 wins and won 6% more matches than games which suggests 

they were winning all the close ones.  “EPAM” managed to take out 2
nd

 spot 

despite only winning 46.7% of their matches.  “Geriatrics” and “Sheep 

Stations” both had 5 wins but Geriatrics claimed 3
rd

 spot with an extra point 

from an 8-7 loss. 

 

Anthony Robb playing in the number 1 spot was the leading player for the 

division winning 85% of his singles matches.  Playing on two nights seems to 

be working for Tom GRACE as he has had a healthy jump in his rating and won 52% of his singles from the 

number 4 spot.  

 

The semi-finals for division 3 were incredibly tight affairs with both matches coming down to the last doubles.  

The “Geriatrics” accounted for “EPAM” despite looking in all sorts of trouble in the deciding doubles when 

they were 2 games down and behind in the third game.  “Sheep Stations” had the ascendency against “Good 

Blokes” but the “Good Blokes” managed to win 4 out of the last 5 games to claim an 8-7 win.  If the Grand 

Final is this close there are going to be a few frayed nerves this Thursday. 

 

 

 

 

Division 2 
 

 

The “Kangaroos” took out top spot in div 2 and are the only undefeated 

team for the summer competition.  The combination of Chris PACKER 

and Stuart PACKER was always going to be strong and when Des 

EMOA also started winning matches this team became very hard to beat.  

However the “Emus” and “Drop Bears” also performed really strongly to 

claim the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 positions winning 58 and 59 percent of their 

matches along the way.  The “Crocodiles” claimed fourth spot by getting 

4 wins.  The “Wallabies” and “Koalas” managed to split their matches to 

give them their one and only victories for the season. 

 

Stuart PACKER had a great season and ended up leading the percentage 

table on 89%.  Mike WINTER showed that he is getting back to some of 

his old form by holding down the 2
nd

 best percentage for the division. 

 

In the semi-finals the “Kangaroos” were too strong for the “Crocodiles” and easily took out a 6-0 win.  The 

match between the “Drop Bears” and the “Emu’s” was much closer with the “Drop Bears” claiming the win 6-

4.  Despite the “Kangaroos” being undefeated the “Drop Bears” have to be considered a chance to take out the 

win in the Grand Final as only 1 match separated them the last time they played each other. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Division 1 
 

The “Jedi’s” were the dominant team in Division 1 and easily took out top 

spot with 8 wins.  The “Crows” never got any consistency into their results 

and despite getting 3 wins still collected the wooden spoon.  The real battle 

was between the remaining teams to make the top 4 and the “Eagles” were the 

team unlucky enough to miss out by a couple of points. 

 

Steve HART was once again the standout player remaining undefeated for yet 

another season.  He has now only lost one singles match at Southern in over 

500 hundred games.  A record that really is incredible.  The big improver has 

been Nick MARKS who has won 59% of his games while playing in the 4 

spot.  

 

Despite having such a strong season things didn’t go according to plan for the “Jedi’s” in the semi-finals as they 

went down against the “Ball Busters” 8-6.  The “Ravens” had a comfortable semi-final win over the “Magpies” 

9-3.  The “Ball Busters” will go into the Grand Final as minor favourites after two 8-7 victories over the 

“Ravens” in the minor rounds. 
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